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Monitoring Evaluation and Learning (MEL) Registration of Clients
During the first quarter of this year Torba Skills Centre engaged in the activity of Individual Client
Registration data collection. The purpose was to register all clients who have shown commitment to
be involved in priority work-stream skills development activity within the province (Skills for
Tourism, Skills for Creative Industries, Skills for Agribusiness). Also the exercise was a learning
experience on the new Partnership tools and processes in place to enable effective and efficient
skills delivery and support within Centre operations. During this scoping visit we also engaged
productive sector officers so that they also were able to familiarise themselves with the tools and be
able to take the lead in data collection of their clients.
The activity also included the signing of client partnership agreements between sector
representatives, the client and Vanuatu Skills Partnership in order to fulfil the objectives of each
sector. Equally importantly, clients were informed of forward planning per sector for the next six
months. Client/Sector/Vanuatu Skills Partnership co-contribution and commitment is fully explained
and were agreed by all parties. Data collection is accessible and will be disseminated to all partners.

Figure 1: Productive sector officers taking the lead in data collection using Kobo tool.

Individual Client Registrations

Skills for Tourism
Torba Tourism Business Market Ready and Resilience
Market readiness and resilience
is the way forward for Tourism
clients. Torba product
development has been assessed
against Vanuatu Tourism
Operators Minimum Standard
[VTOMS]. As a result there has
been a Tourism operator
launching for seven Mota Lava
and six Gaua tourism operators
in the past years, with tourism
permits to operate. However,
although tourism clients have
Chez Maureen bungalow in Gaua
met the Vanuatu minimum
standards, they now need to meet international market standards in order to fulfil the Vanuatu
Tourism Development Plan 2030 and Vanuatu Sustainable Tourism Policy [VSTP].
Therefore Tourism clients have been assessed against the market readiness checklist to identify
gaps for improvement. The market readiness checklist assessment has been conducted with
operators in Gaua, Motalava and Vanua Lava.
Key lessons learnt or areas recommended for improvement or requiring further action
During the market readiness assessment done by Department of Tourism and Vanuatu Skills
Partnership officers, there were a few lessons learned, including that the questionnaire needs to
be simplified to suit the context. Equally important is that a Bislama version for the assessment
checklist is available for the illiterate operators/clients. Moreover, another recommendation is for
DoT officers to familiarise themselves with the questions and undertake further professional
development workshops on the market readiness checklist assessment.

Tourism PDO and VSP Tourism officer undertaking Market ready checklist with Clients

Skills for Creative Industries
Torba Handicraft Product Development Workshop
During the first week of March we had another initiative of
engaging four youths into the Vetimboso Creative Industry workstream, of which three were female and one male. The youths
were aged 17 to 20 and were introduced to simple jewellery
making using local materials and basic hand tools. This was
initiated to engage school drop outs in order to disseminate skills
and culture to the younger generation. A sample range of simple
earrings was create to test the market. A total of 125 pairs were
made during the three days training. Pricing and the strategy of
how to best manage this new product was carefully discussed as it
was quickly obvious (which is why this initiative was offered) that
here was an opportunity to make quick profit that could
potentially be the Torba Handicraft Cooperative (THC) ‘cash cow’
to ensure sustainability. The weavers clearly understood that this
was an additional income opportunity and not to reduce or
replace weaving. However, the quality of woven and carved
products continues to improve with minor adjustments.

Bernard, a client with
disability making his seed
bracelet

Torba Handicraft Cooperative Manager appointment
Since the establishment of the Torba Handicraft Cooperative Board in 18th April 2018 there has
been no Torba Handicraft Cooperative manager until 15th March 2019 when Mr Francois Nelson
Mwaraksurmes was officially appointed by the Board. Mr Mwaraksurmes has been working as the
BLMC school bursar. He has good experience in administration support with relevant and strong
business management skills that will be a boost to the THC development. Mr Mwaraksurmes has
gone through a few coaching sessions with international industry coach, Chris Delany, and gained
experience from the Malampa Handicraft Centre set-up [its governance, and management and
operations of both the Board and MHC] with the assistance from Vanuatu Skills Partnership senior
staff.

Mota Lava Necklace Scoping
During the week of 12th March a scoping
was done in Qeremagde village, Mota
Lava by coach Chris Delany and team.
There were 20 females in Qeremagde
village who were keen to explore the
potential of shell/seed bead necklaces
that they began making in 2018 and to
develop new designs. A quick survey
identified seeds and shells used in necklace production. Environmental impact is reported to be
minimal and supply is sustainable. Only dead shells are used. The work is labor intensive as
individual holes in seeds are ‘drilled’ using coat hanger wire heated in the fire. It is slow work
which could be sped up significantly with the introduction of solar hand drills which could double
up production. For this product to be economically viable for THC, the necklaces would need to
be sold in bulk. The effort and time taken to process and administer 200 - 300vt products is not
viable otherwise. However, if a market can be found within hotel resorts, government
departments and other organizations to supply bulk ‘welcome leis’ to guests, VIPs, graduation
celebrations etc. then this initiative can be justified. Equally important Minister Regenvanu has
confirmed that the importing of all plastic and fabric flowers will be banned from 1 December
2019. He predicts a big demand in locally made leis soon. A workshop was scheduled for second
week of May for Chris Delany to deliver.

Necklace Production and Marketing Strategy Workshop

Eventually a four day workshop has been conducted in
order to introduce new skills that would enable necklace
range expansion and develop necklace designs and
sustainable production plan for Qweremagda clients.
Moreover simple tools (hand drill, pliers) and materials
(waxed threads) were offered to enable better efficiency
and more options. Simple record keeping was introduced
and each client supplied with an exercise book to record
income and expenses. They were fast to understand this,
with most literate and with prior understanding of this
concept. Most already have their own bank account.
Marketing of these necklaces should be done through the
THC in the same way as Vetimboso product and added to
the THC jewellery range. The Magde Craft Association
has the structure in place to coordinate distribution of
orders and delivery to Sola. New styles should be added
to the next catalogue. THC has placed a small trial online
order for more supplies to check that it arrives safely in
Torba. Supposing it does, then larger orders can be
placed and allows THC to order tools and supplies direct
for its clients. This is the key to sustainable production in
Torba of these products.

Vetimboso: Jewellery Productions and Product Development Workshop
The quality of carving and weaving products
continues to improve. New basket designs for
the local market are impressive. Production
continued during the workshop. Two youths (17
year old boys) are now specializing in coconut
shell earrings and completed an order for 10
pairs for SPT (Melanesian Hotel). Additional
stock was taken to Green Wave. The first
electric rotary tool kit seen in this village was
demonstrated and 2 carvers trained to use and
care for it. Swing tag label draft design was
Coconut shell earrings made by 17 year old Gavin.
outsourced for graphic layout and now ready to
print. Label is folded in half and individual artist’s photo will be stuck on blank page with product
description. New basket designs sold quickly in Sola and Vila to individual customers. Green Wave
customers gave strong positive feedback on THC products. Good sales especially of seed earrings
was encouraging.

A significant change has occurred in relation to Victoria Doran’s livelihood.
She is deaf and through her savings from her sales of half-moon baskets, she
bought a roll of 50m pig wire last year to fence her two piglets. Lately,
Victoria’s mother confirmed our observations that her daughter is happier
and more confident than she ever has been. She now has 11 pigs (and one is
pregnant) and she paid her brother to build her a new house and kitchen!
She has 2 pots and has moved into her very own place next to her parents –
all this is possible from craft sales! Her mother is planning a trip to buy
another pig wire to expand the pen.
Finally the outcome of encouraging savings and opening National Bank of Vanuatu [NBV] accounts
has been very beneficial to the women in Vetimboso village. Previously, only a few of these
women could walk for six hours to Sola and back to access NBV banking services. Partnership
arrangements with NBV and community are now underway for a monthly rural banking service to
Vetimboso. The women also have access to NBV IsiMobile which is useful for any quick update of
their balance and to make payments. However now a simplified financial literacy workshop is
needed due to levels of illiteracy.
A weaver has her NBV account updated
using IsiMobile with 100,000vt savings
in balance. She is determined to
improve the livelihood of her family by
building a permanent house in the
future.

“Traem luk!! Emia nao smol mani we mi
savem lo account blo mi. Emia emi festaem
blo mi kat mani olsem. Mi glad tumas. Yumi
openem account lo September ino wan
yiayet. Mi tingting strong blo mekem wan
change lo family blo mi.”

Skills for Agri-business
Agribusiness Scoping and registration
During the scoping and Individual Client registration of existing Agribusiness clients in Mota Lava
in early March, there was an open discussion between clients, Partner Department Officer and
Vanuatu Skills Centre staff which led onto a field visit to SfA client farming sites.
Most of these farmers were given tools and seeds through the disability inclusion funding under
the Vanuatu Skills Partnership to support their farming practices in 2017. Such tools were garden
hoes, spades, watering cans, garden rakes, bush knifes, yam spades etc.
Last year the Skills Centre opened NBV accounts for a few people with disability and they have
successfully saved some cash from their backyard vegetable gardening which was introduced by
the DARD officer in Mota Lava. We will now proceed with a refresher Inclusive workshop on soil
fertility in the next six months and follow up coaching from the productive sector officers.

Training Provider Support
Scoping and Registration of Trainees Visit
The construction of the Toga Aid Post was initially an agreement between the Torba
provincial govt, donor partners (DFAT) and Torba Skills Centre. It was agreed that Torba
Skills Centre will take the lead to find a registered provider to deliver the accredited
training Certificate 2 in General Building Construction in Toga island in Torres through the
construction process. As a result the trainees would be involved in an on-the-job practical
component to build the Toga Aid Post.

The scoping visit was done after Cyclone Oma in March, with community awareness to
Toga community and Aid Post committee members about their contributions to the
training. Torres Community Liaising officer [CLO] was part of the team to register the
trainees, create CVs and complete birth registration for birth certificates. Equally
important was to check all materials and tools that had been shipped to Toga. The
weather was right for boat trips to all islands to meet with interested trainees. Among the
18 participants there was one female and one person with a disability [deaf].

LLN Assessment Visit
A month later, two LLN assessors were engaged in LLN
assessments to find the level of each participant. The
LLN assessment was successfully conducted with 19
participants from Torres Islands. The assessment was
successfully carried out by Max and junior assessor
Arthur Kete. Most of the participants showed interest in
attending the LLN interview and assessments as they
were looking forward to the training to obtain a
qualification. One of the participants Kopren Paul has a
disability (deaf) and was successfully able to participate
in the LLN interview and assessments. LLN results have Female Participant Dina. M is
demonstration measuring
proved that most of the participants have very low
levels of LLN but they have experience and some
also completed training at Fisheryoung RTC. A few
of the recommendations from the assessment
included:
• highly recommended for this training in
building construction to do more
practical assessment
• During the training more group activities
are encouraged
• For written assessment support is needed Kobren,M [Deaf] is undertaking LLN assessment
with his Dad as Interpreter

Certificate 2 in General Building Construction
Pektel Vocational Training Centre from North West Malekula is the only registered provider that
can deliver Cert 2 in Building Construction. The training started on 13th May and was completed
on 7th June. It’s a milestone for the Torba Skills Centre to assist in delivering an accredited
training in the most remote part of Torba. Since the establishment of the Torba Skills Centre in
2014, there was no workshop or training in Torres group. The training comprised two weeks of
theory and two weeks of practical delivery.
During the two weeks practical the trainees actually implemented what was taught in the theory
component. Communities and trainers were really impressed by what was achieved. The Aid Post
was modified to suit the population. Thanks to all partners such as DFAT, provincial govt, Pektel
VTC, Vanuatu Skills Partnership, Ministry of Health, MP Christopher Emillee, Vanuatu
Qualifications Authority, Individual Contribution [Jimmy Kelvin] and Community of Toga. The last
Aid Post was built by World Vision in 1997 with local materials and concrete floor with a square
meter of 4m x 6m and was destroyed by the Cyclone in 2015. From then on they used this local
hut as the Aid Post but it belongs to the Anglican District in Toga. The newly recommended Aid
Post plan was 4.8 x 6m with materials being paid and shipped to Torres as for a semi-permanent
building. However, during the training it was modified to 8.2m x 9m in size. However to God be
the Glory for such an outcome. All was done according to his WILL.

Aid Post Worker Nicholas standing in front of the local hut that was used as Aid Post

Side view of new building with water tank for drinking

Back view with septic and water tank to supply
flush toilet

Tile floor and PVC ceiling install in all rooms

Flush toilet

Equally important is that the trainees were competent in all assessments that was submitted by
the provider to Vanuatu Qualification Authority including Kobren Muguvin Loreen [deaf
participant]. Vanuatu Qualification reassessed the assessments and issue notice of printing of
certificates within a week. All certificates were printed and were ready to be handed over during
the opening of the Aid Post.

Top left: Theory; Top right: Female trainee and Kobren, deaf participant
Bottom left: Practical; Bottom right: During the final week of delivery we have VQA
assessment officer also present at the site with further recommendation for future
delivery

Another milestone was that four of the trainees subsequently applied to APTC to further their
training pathway to build human resources for Torba. In addition these trainees have filled out
their Financial Service business registration form in order to register their construction business
for future infrastructure development for which their construction company can bid for tender
projects. We are trying to invest in the local economy of Torba instead of contracting suppliers
from Vila and Santo.

Vetimboso VTC QMS Consultation conducted by Tertiary Education Department [TED]
On the 5th of June, Vetimboso Vocational
Training Centre had its notice of intention to
register approved by Vanuatu Qualifications
Authority [VQA]. The office of Vanuatu
Qualification Authority would like to thank
Vetimboso Vocational Training Centre for
complying with the process of registration and
will continue to assist the institution to meet the
full requirements of registration. A big thank you
to the Department of Tertiary Education for its assistance and support in the process of
registration in partnership with the Skills Centre and other stakeholders. The next level for
registration is by developing Vetimboso VTC Quality Management System. Therefore we had
Acting Principle TED and another senior officer come over to finalise the Vetimboso Quality
Management System. Equally important another three days of Vetimboso QMS consultation was
also conducted with relevant stakeholders. This happened in partnership with Torba Skills Centre.

